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ABSTRUCT
this study involves the development of expert systems software to present the necessary experience

covering the variotrs cases of the earth-moving plant selection and management. These parts of
information have been inserted to the system are from experts' experience, previous researches and

literatures rulated to the policy of earthmoving plant.
The designed expert system allows storing new experiences and equipment easily, it has high

degree of flexibility and modification. As a result, this system helps the engineer at the construction
site to take decision by him self. It can be used as a training tool for young civil engineering

students to justiff their equipment selection. Also, the system provided with visualization
cornponent to help inexperience engineers to grasp complicated concepts and visualize a

construction method without visiting construction sites. The video effects of various tvpes of
earthmoving equipment during earthmoving operation were integrated to the system.
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INTRODI.]CTTON
Earthmovir'g equipment selection, one of the most important aspects in construction projects" The
selection depends on many consideratiors ,such as material type, excavation depth, and hauling
distance, etc. For example, dozers and scrapers are suitable for the task of moving materials with a
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shallolv depth and wide area. Scrapers seem to be more popular than dozers in this task because
scrapors can transport and spread material more easily than dozers. Loader shovels are suitable fbr
rnoving material which is above machine level, like a stockpile.
Back-hoes ire suitable for various kinds of tasks such as moving material u,hich is above or bel<lw
machine Ievel or in a deep trench. While, clamshells are more suitable than excavators when
excavating at very deep trench. Draglines can dig above or below machirre level and also
underwater materials but they are not suitable for precise position work I Chanthawarange l99g].

T}IE RESEARCH'S JLTSTIFICATIONS
The construction projects of irrigation, highr,vays, dams and embankments etc., that adopted,
involve one of the major bid items narnely the earthmoving operation. Sometimes duri,g the
construction, many earthmoving activities are delayed due to inappropriate selection of equipirent.
In-particular, these projects that deal with various types of materiils, tenain, and activities making
it difficult for inexperienced engineers to select the optimal equipment, ih"r, the delay due to
inappropriate equipment selection will cause time and cost overruns. The experience in these
project shows au'urgent need for inexperienced engineers to be thoroughly trained to make
appropriate equipment selection. One approach to meet this neecl is to &ploit knowledge on
constructiop methods and equipment selection which is abundant but not rrudily accessible L tne
context of regular training sessions, hooks, or manuals. Such knowledge can be gained mainly from
individuals rvho have years of on-site experience. However, much of Uris knowledge has been
negiected or lost with the pmsing of individuals.
lnexperienced engineers can use quantitative analysis as a tool to decide which type of equiprnent
perfbrms most econornically. By determining cost per unit of material, which equals the'cost per
hour of equiprnent divided by its production per hour, they can easily decide which equipmfnt
perfortns rnost econotrically. However. this analysis may result in imprictical choices because it is
sometime's impossible to exactly predict the equipment's production, which varies from site to site.
Theretbre, engineers usually make their selection based on their experience.

EXPERT SYSTEMS
Artificial intelligence ( AI ) is a computer system that imitates human abilities like: thinking,
seeing, hearing, and speaking. An expert system is one application of AI that imitates a human's
thinking and understanding by using a reasoning process to solve problems [Clive 1991 ]. One
approach to solve equipment selection problems is to develop an expert system. 

-Experts' 
.*p"ri."r"

was gathered to create a knowledge base that contains knowledge and ixpertise of tn. experts in
order to feed the designed system.

KNOWLEDGE BASE
There are four prooesses involved in creating a knorvledge base. The first process is knowledge
acquisition. The second process is knorvledge representation. After being recorded or noted, this
knor'viedge will be transformed into a standard format which helps knowledge engineers to more
easily group them together or create the decision tree diagrams which r"p."r"nt the structure of the
kno*'ledge base. The third process is to develop the user interface. This process is an important part
of the knora,'ledge base in that it helps users to easily use and understanlthe program and to modiS
the system efficiently. The last process is knorvledge validation and .ruluutior. This process
validaies and confinns all knowledge before the users use it I Chanthawarange 1998]

Kso$ lsdffigstri$lion
In this process, the knowledge engineers are the key individuals to collect the knowledge and
expertise frrr creating the reliable and practical expert systems. The quality of knowledgJ often
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determines the success of an expert system [Parsaye 1988]. To gather knowledge, there are tfuee

basic approaohes: observation, literature review, and interview. Of these three methods,

interview"ing and literature reviews are adopted to create specific knowledge base that feeds the

designed system later.

"l'he intelvieJ'inq and the development of a questionnaire
There are two alternatives for developing the questionnaire. The first alternative is to list each

cluestion in multiple choice form with full explanation so those experts can quickly check and

indicate the choice to be considered. The second alternative is to ask the experts to create the

hy'potheses and then list the choices or the factors, which are considered to be significant. This
alternative, which was selected for this study, can free the experts' thinking and can obtain more

information.
lhere are three rnain questions in this questionnaire (interview) as follows:
1- The first question asks the experts to list the most common types and models of equipment used

in earthmoving operations in lraq. The purpose of this question is to develop the scope of this
study.

2- The second question requests the experts to describe the suitable conditions and Iimitations tbr
using equipment which is specified in the previous question.

3- The third question consists of three points as follows ;
a- Asks the experts to list the factors which are significant in selecting the types of earthmoving

equipmelrt.
b- For each factor that the experts list, they are asked to list the sub-factors that affect the choice of

equiprnent.
c- Finally, fbr each sub-factor that is specified, the experts are requested to indicate their preference

on a particular scale and for each equipment.
The expressions (terrrrs) of this scale that to be indicated by the experts are; Excellent, Very Good,
Good, Rather Poor, Poor and Impossible, whele Exbellent is the most commonly used equipmcnt
(for certain sub-factor) while Impossible is used to indicate that the equipment can not work with
particular sub-factor [Al-Jumaily 20A2].
To convert these expressions to rnathematical means, let the scale vary from (1) to (5) where (1)
represents the term (poor) and (5) represents the term (excellent) and so on for the others. For
example, when an equipment has preference value 'very good ' rvhich can be represented also by
number (4) that means the percent (%) for this equipment will be (a/5) x 100 = 80 oh 

.

Mgltiple domain experts
Some authors have noted that the knowledge engineer need not be particularity concemed about
rnultiple experts. Using a rule base cloned from an expert, then building a prototype expert system

and then letting the other cloning experts critique the results [Surko 1989]. In this study a similar
approach was followed when dealing with multiple domain experts. The researchers selected one
dornain expert as the individual from whom as the key expert, the rules were to be acquired, Then
the researchers presented the prototypes to the remaining experts for a critique. From the
suggestions, comments and criticisms received from the other experts, the researchers as a
knowledge engineer then attempted to identift those that seemed to be both constructive and

important. The researchers then presented these to the key expert for his comments to specifu the
finai format sheet of the approved knorvledge base.

An example to illustrate how the svstem's engine works
Excavated material, size of excavation, excavation depth, and hauling distance are considered as the
factors in earthmoving activities. Suppose that these factors have the following properties
respectively (as sub-factors):
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l- muddy ciay
2- large area
3- deep excavation

Table (A) illustrates the preference value for each equiprnent in respect for each sub-factor
indicated from experiences of experts and literature review;

Forrn the information in Table ( B ), hydraulic excavator ( backhoe ) gets maximum preference
vaiue ( 90 %).
so a production rule can be generated as in the f<rllowing statement;
lF Material is muddy clay
AND Srze of excavation is large
AND Ercavation depth is deep
z\ND Ilauling distance < 25 meters.'|HEN liydraulic excavator ( backhoe crawler type) is the
most suitable equiprnent fbr moving muddy ciay in
large area. deep excavation and hauling distance
less than (25) meter with ( 90 %) preference.

'I'he selection above is experience-based selection related to a certain condition. However, there is
eurother important consideration in the selection of equipment namely the economic consideration,
or in other w'ords, the minimurn unit cost of production material.
ln this research, the relation between the quantitative analysis (minimum unit cost of the materials
to be moved) and the experience based selection ( preference value ) was considered and combi,ed
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Suh-factors

pmentE

Muddy

chv
Large

Area

Deep

Excavation

Hauling

distance

ible excellent ible
Backhoe Excavator ver excellent excellent

I-oader Shovel lery good ssible rather r
Bulldoz-er rather r excellent

T'o find the prefbrence valtn for each equipnrcnf tle terms should be

converted to the equivalent numeric values as stated in Tabte ( B) below:

Table ( A

Subfacton

ntE

Table ( B )
Muddy

Clay

Large

Area

Deep

Exca.

Hauling

distance

Total

prefererrce

(%)
prefererrce

Motorized S r 0 5 0 0 0 0%
Backhoe Excavator 4 5 ) 4 l8 90%
l,oader Shorel I 4 0 2 0 0%
Bulldorer !+ J 2 5 l4 70%

lr{otorized Scraper impossible

very good

poor

very good good
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This cornbination is represented by a weight percent for quantitative analysis and the remaining of
the percent for experience based selection. This weight can be modified or changed according to
certain case studies.
If the quantitative analysis gives for example, fifty percent ( as a weight consideration) and the
remaining fifty percent for experience base selection, the results that offered by system shows that
the best selection is for the bulldozer with size equal to (8 yd3 or 6.ll3m) and maximum
combination value equals (68%).
Briefly, tlie best selection of equipment that the system offer can be reached from more than one
approach as follow;
a-The best relection according to maximum weight that the equipment gets for certain conditions.
b-The best selection according to economical factors (minimum unit cost of production materials).
c-The selection can be reached according to the combination of the two factors above with certain

weight percent for the first, and the remaining of the percent is for the other. This weight can be
changed according to the project requirement.

To justiff these three point above and for more details the reader can cheek chapter eight Ref.
fAl-Jumaily 20021

Visualization component
Providing the visualization component ( video effects ) can not only help users to grasp complex
knowledge but also to visualize the method of construction. Animations of various tvpes of
equipment during earthmoving operation were gathered from various heavy equipment companies
such as VOLVO, O&K, CASE-POCLAIN, HYUINDAY, LIEBHERR ancl others
[Al-Jumaily 2002].

Validation of the desisned svstcm
If there are'3rrors in the knowledge from which a knowledge base is built, then there will usually be
errors in the performance of the expert system. There are several ways that the Knowledge Base can
come to represent incorrect knorvledge;
a-The expert(s) provide incomplete or inconect knowledge.
b-The larowledge engineer fails to correctly understand or code the expert's knowledge.
c-Errors u,ere introduced in maintenance.
This process validates and confirms all knorvledge of the designed system before the users use
thern. To achieve this feature the researchers compared the results that the designed system
provided with a real project results (Al-Jadriah Lake Project) near Baghdad University. When
applied the system, the results that the systern suggested was compatible with the actual plan by
about ( 80 %) as commitment by the project manager, beginning from the best selection, number of
equipment and dump trucks needed and ending with estimated costs and out-put.

J'en site experts and academic persorurel were selected to evaluate the designed expert system .'Iheir answers are represented in Table (C). The numbers in the first raw in table (C) represent the
questions tiulow respectively;
1- Is the system user-friendly and do you accept the system?

( excellent), ( very good), ( good), ( rather poor), ( poor).
2- Does the system give "correct" results ?

( excellent), ( very good), ( good), ( rather poor), ( poor).
3- Is the logic of the system correct?

( excellent), ( very good), ( gorcd), ( rather poor), ( poor).
4-f)oes the expert system offer an improvement over the practices?

( excellent), ( very good), ( good), ( rather poor), ( poor).
5-Is the system easy to learn and can the user become proficient in it?
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( excellent), ( very good), ( good), ( rather poor), ( poor).
6- Is the system useful as a training tool'i

( excellent), ( very good), ( good), ( rather poor), ( poor).
7- is the system in fact maintainable by users other than the developers?

( excellent), ( very good), ( good), ( rather poor), ( poor).
8- Can the system be used in the intended work environment?

( excellent), ( very good), ( good), ( rather poor), ( poor).
9- Is tirere time saving through using of the system?

( excellent), ( very good), ( goocl), ( rather poor), ( poor).
l0- Is there cost saving through using of the system?

( excellent), ( uery good), ( good), ( rather poor), ( poor).
I I -Indicate your evaluation of the whole system as a preference value if the scale is

betrveen (1 to l0 ); ( 10 ) is being the liighest assessment
Thc experts should select the appropriate choice under each question,
Note ; excellent: E, very good = V.G. good: G, rather poor = R.p, poor: p
From analyzing the answers which are represented in the evaluation Table the fbllowing points have
L'een concluded;
l- All answers to the first ten questions about the system are positives.
2- To question number eleven, six experts give (9) preference value while only one gives (10)

preference value and the remaining three expert give (8). The total summuiion *iil Ue igti
which mean ( 88 % ).

CO]\CLUSIONS
'fhe research has resulted in the following specifio conclusions relating to both earthmoving
planning and expert system technique:
1- The uncertain nature of the information available, the rule of thumb, and the large amount of data

^ required.make the equipment selection seem ideally suited to an expert systern.
2- Ahnost the engineers at the construction companies depend on their experience in selection and

Inanagement of earthmoving equipment. There is no clear scientific and rnanagement tool to do
that" but their on-site experience.

3- 'the designed Expert System has a high degree of modification in simplest way because of its
high intelligence user interface.

4-The sy.stem gives alternative solutions and prints all input conditions and output results in format
sheets to be documented.

5- The best selection of equipment that the system offer can be reached from more than one
approach as follows ;

a-'[he best selection according to maxitnum weight that the equipment gets for certain conditions.
b-Ihe best selection acsording to economical factors (minimum unit coit of production materials).
c-The selection can be reached according to the combination of the two faitors above with certain

rveight percent for the first, and the rernaining of the percent is for the other. This weight can be
changed according to the project requirement.

6-Wiren the system was applied to a real construction project ( Al-Jadriah Lake project) near
Baghdad University, the results that the system suggested was compatible with the actu-al pian by
abrout ( 80 %) as commitment by the project manager, beginning from the best selectior, nr,mbei
r:f equipment and dump trucks needed and ending with esiimated costs and out-put.
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